This book is far more ambitious and far less developmentally coherent than its rather bland subtitle may suggest. Rather than focusing on genre or a set of works closely linked by tight historical connections, Laura Henigman develops three wide-ranging case studies of texts produced through pastoral dialogue between female parishioners and male pastors. All three take place in New England between  and , involve women's writing mediated by ministers, and in some way register changes in pastoral relationships during this transitional period in New England culture, but they are primarily joined in this study, Henigman explains, by a reading strategy that endeavors to be ''sensitive to the diversity of voices and interests within them but that avoids, when appropriate, an overly simplistic story of oppression and resistance within a community'' (). Scholars of women's discourse in early America continually wrestle with the absences and editorial manipulations that shape the archive. For better or worse, writing about women's texts still involves an element of ''bringing to light'' that is also an act of resistance to that which has made this reading impossible before. Too often the struggles of critics to find and explain the relatively few texts available to us lead them to project this same agon onto the female writers they write about, but Henigman admirably avoids this oversimplification; she does not tell us a story emphasizing how these texts have ''survived despite'' but rather explores how pastoral dialogue involves not a limiting of women's voices, but an exchange that shapes pastor and parishioner alike within changing, multivalent communities.
Henigman focuses in her first chapter on documents related to the conviction and execution of various infanticides beginning with Esther Rogers in  and ending with Patience Boston in , in her second on exchanges and influence among Jane Colman Turell, her father Benjamin Colman, and her husband Ebenezer Turell, and in her third on Jonathan Edwards's incorporation of Sarah Edwards's personal spiritual narrative into Some Thoughts Concerning the Revival of Religion. These ''pastoral dialogues'' include a sometimes bewildering variety of genres and relationships. At the center of each chapter is a primary pastor/parishioner exchange, but Henigman also adds important information about differences among ministers complicating the pastor side of the binary and about communal concerns reflected for instance in the Bastard Neonaticide Act, psalm-singing debates, and conflicts over the Lord's Supper complicating the parishioner side. Thus, dialogues proliferate into communal polylogue. This constellation of contributing factors, all relevant and well researched, is a strength of this book, substantiating Henigman's commitment to representing diverse voices and tracing multiple lines of power. However, as an organizing principle ''pastoral dialogues'' as defined here is a frustrating category, one which Henigman strains to defend from section to section both because ''dialogue'' is frequently only implied in the extent texts and because the exchanges she treats in each chapter differ so markedly from one another.
Ironically, evidence of two-way influence in each of these sections becomes some-what submerged, especially in chapters one and three in which the documents do not show direct exchanges between pastor and parishioner. For instance, John Rogers' sermons and Esther Rogers's first person criminal conversion narratives are characterized as pastoral dialogue because his sermons were addressed to her and she mentions him by name in one of her narratives. The degree of his influence on her is tenuously supported at best and hers on him is completely conjectural. Similarly, Jonathan Edwards's incorporation of his wife's spiritual narrative into Some Thoughts Concerning the Revival of Religion does suggest two-way influence, but is fairly weak as an example of dialogue. The most persuasive example of pastoral dialogue in this work comes in Henigman's chapter on Jane Colman Turell where the letters between father and daughter most directly indicate an exchange.
It is tempting to suggest that Henigman treat other texts such as the several instances of direct dialogue between pastor and condemned included in published execution narratives. But in fact her texts are well chosen given what appears to me to be her true focus-the uses of marital and maternal imagery in these texts. In her introduction Henigman mentions that such imagery significantly recurs throughout her case studies but subordinates this observation to her introduction of pastoral dialogue. But by her conclusion she foregrounds language centered on the body, arguing that each woman she studies tends to use pregnancy and childbearing imagery. Insisting rightly that such imagery does not reflect essential female experience but rather shows the women of her study engaging and manipulating the theological and social discourses of their communities, Henigman argues that each woman refuses dualistic hierarchies often evident in her pastor's language and ''adapts an idiom that is essentially about communal wholeness, fashioning a spiritual self-identity to which community is inherently crucial'' (). The pastors in turn frequently modify their idiom in response. It is curious that Henigman hesitates in declaring such manipulation of bodily imagery the focus of her book. In part this is because her emphasis on pastoral dialogue is essential to locating the women she studies within ongoing debates while her discussion of differences among pastors significantly rejects simple notions of ministerial hegemony and demonstrates the complex, dynamic nature of these debates. Her focus on pastoral dialogue is an important methodological contribution to scholarship on early American women's discourse. Henigman may also want to avoid overemphasizing her conclusions about marital and maternal imagery for fear of overgeneralizing in a manner that undermines her emphasis on language arising from historically specific situations. Still, the challenge of weaving together all the wide ranging elements of her study taxes the reader-foregrounding the ways in which these women all resist hierarchical dualism in favor of communal wholeness would provide more concrete connections between sections than is provided by the loosely defined category of ''pastoral dialogue. '' This book has much to offer both in its nuanced, well-researched readings and in its critically significant attention to pastoral dialogue as a site of women's discursive agency, however mediated. Henigman's readings of John Rogers's execution sermons, Jane Colman Turell's epistolary exchange with her father, and Sarah Edwards' spiritual narrative are especially strong. At times the connections among her readings are not as clearly delineated as they might be, but in the end Coming into Communion rewards the patient reader with a more highly nuanced understanding of both women's discourse and lay-pastoral exchange in late seventeenthand early eighteenth-century New England.
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